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Tonight, as the sun sets, we begin the Yamim Nora’im, the Days of Awe.  That is the official
term.  “High Holy Days” is a later construction, almost certainly from German or British Jews
originally, where terms like “High Speech,” “High King,” “High Table” tend to proliferate; for
example Kohen Gadol became “High Priest” (which in Hebrew, is actually “Great Priest.”) As
for Yamim Nora’im, in Rabbinical Seminary, where for smart mouth students very little is
sacred, we sometimes translated that as “Awful Days.” Which is etymologically interesting,
because once upon a time the word “awful” actually meant “full of awe,” before pejoration set
in and rendered the term a synonym for “really not good.” When the meaning of “awful”
changed in this way, we coined the term “awesome” to take its place, but now that term has
become just a synonym for really cool.  We seem to have a problem, I think, with facing the
true meaning of the concept of awe.

Awe is a term that in German would be called a haltung, meaning both attitude and posture.
This is a wise notion, for it implies that certain attitudes, which in English we think of as states
of mind, are also postures, which we think of as states of bodily form.  We overlook, once
again, that so much that is psychological is physical and what is physical is psychological. 

Awe is the body turning rigid, then maybe a dropping upon shaking knees as our souls
become filled with the awareness of the mysterious, unexplainable and frightening, yet a
welcome sort of frightening for all the dread, as we come to understand that we ourselves
have a place in the overall mystery of existence that has, as it tends to do every so often,
again smacked us right in the face.

Awe is uncomfortable for all that, so in spite of the fact that it is a crucial modality for any
human being that wishes to face existence in truth, it is one we shy away from, like a
hypodermic syringe that scares us despite containing a crucial health enhancing fluid. 

In the V’ahavta we have the phrase v’shinantam l’vanecha, often rendered “teach your
children diligently” even though it more literally means “stick this sharp point into your
children.” Yes, we have to vaccinate our kids with the words of Torah.  Awe is a crucial
haltung, attitude/posture, even if we shy away from it. Thus we turn words like “awful” and
“awesome” to much less frightening meanings.  But awe remains.  And these ten days we
begin tonight are described as being primarily, even essentially, about awe.

And so a conundrum appears: how do we approach the Days of Awe when we find ourselves
living in a Year of Awe?  And 5780, which passes away this evening as we welcome 5781,
does not change this environment, for the year of Corona is not going away with the changing
of the calendar year.  

But maybe it does, for Rosh Hashanah has its own subset of essence, which is hope. Just as
5780 was the year we first became besieged, we can hope and pray that 5781 will be the
year when the siege is broken.



Let us remember that the root feature of awe is fear.  Yes, there are other factors: respect,
acknowledgment of the incomprehensible… But fear is the chief factor.  Our world
environment has always been filled with the awe-inspiring, but we learn how to overlook this
most of the time, or maybe a better way to put it is we continually acquiesce to the awe so
that we do not have to keep it foremost in our hearts at all times.

We have also learned that it is spiritually dangerous to live with this attitude without ceasing.
We must stop and allow the awe its proper place.  To some degree, we can do this every
week on Shabbat, at least if we treat Shabbat as Shabbat.  

But the main time of the year when we allow the awe to penetrate most deeply-  deeply
enough to impel us toward true change-  is the Turn of the Year.  Ten days of refusing to
push away the awe, to give it full access to our souls, to feel the shock and pain of it, to
resolve to become a better version of ourselves in the face of it.

But the regular pathways have obstacles this year.  We have been thrown into a period of
chaos: incomprehensible and terrifying.  We have been dealt a pandemic that will not let us
go, and which brings out the best and the worst in our communities.  We have been dealt a
devastating economic blow in the wake of attempting to deal with the disease.  And the
heightened stress has made a doorway through which in-the-face awareness of long
simmering societal and institutional injustice has burst out. We have hurricanes battering us,
already named through “W,” when once hurricane season, an idea of the past obviously, used
to just begin in September.  The entire west coast is on fire.

Any one of these issues would knock us into awe by itself, but we have all of them at once to
deal with.  And let us add the even more pronounced political divide within an already
unbearably divided society that we are experiencing as Election Day approaches right upon
the heels of our Holy Days. 

If awe can be described as shock and fear and the feeling that the ground itself is unstable,
and chaos reigns, then we are most certainly locked within awe.

Is it possible for any deeper awe to be apprehended than that in which we are drowning now
and for the last few months, and for the next several foreseeable months?  There seems to
be nothing left of us.  We are exhausted with awe, overwhelmed by horror, saturated with
injustice, anxiety-ridden over financial ruin… what is left for the so-called days of Awe?  

And how would we effect the sort of change we pray for when we cannot even safely mingle
with our sisters and brothers in the supermarket, let alone the shul?

I frankly do not yet know what approach toward Yom Kippur to pursue this year.  But I do
know what to do with Rosh Hashanah.  The beginning of the year, which we proclaim is also
the anniversary of the beginning of everything, is the time of profound hope.  It arrives before
Yom Kippur for a reason.  After all, would it not make more sense to repent of our wrongs,
turn toward the good, and then resolve to go forth with hope?  Yet we put the hope and
resolution first and the repenting and turning after.  



As it should be!  For who could beat one’s breast in agony if there was not first a glimmer of
hope to sustain us through the metamorphosis of the soul?  

This year it is even more providential that the Day of Hope arrives first when we begin the
Days of Awe.  Awe we have aplenty. Hope is what we need now.

The call of the shofar is a blast of hope reawakening. But wait!  It is Shabbat!  We cannot
even hear that call until Sunday!  The prayers and blessings and readings and songs of the
service will have to bear all the weight of our desperation.  

Ah, but Rosh Hashanah has two days for a reason!  And not the usual reason. After all, we
have two seders here in Diaspora, but in Israel only one.  Most of the holiest days are
doubled in Diaspora, but not in Israel.  Yet in the homeland, Rosh Hashanah is indeed
celebrated for two days.  Because it is a fairly frequent quirk of our complicated Jewish
calendar that Rosh Hashanah coincide with Shabbat so often.  And we must hear that shofar
call!  

Two days means that there will always be at least one when that ram’s horn can be lifted up
to the lips and trumpet out wailing hope.  That is a very Jewish phenomenon.  Hope that
wails.  We are wailing!  The awe is too heavy and we are crumbling.  Our services will hold us
up for another day, and then on Sunday we will finally hear that sound, that wake-up call, that
clarion of light that shapes awe into perseverance and resolution.  Then we will be able to
stand on our own feet again without crumbling, and, as Proverbs 31, the biblical poem often
entitled “The Woman of Valor” puts it, we will look into the future and laugh.


